THE HOLLYWOOD SURVEY

We are excited to share that the Hollywood Commission has launched the first-ever survey about workplace culture in the entertainment industry, which may be accessed at www.hollywoodsurvey.org.

- The survey will gather critical data -- anonymously -- that will be used to assist the Hollywood Commission in developing programs that address harassment and discrimination.
- The Hollywood Survey is completely anonymous and open to anyone who is working, has worked, or is trying to work in the entertainment industry.
- The more people who take it – whether they are talent or crew; in production, marketing, or administration; work in film, TV, commercials, theater or music – the more effective it will be. Good, bad, or indifferent, everyone's feedback matters.
- The survey takes 15-20 minutes to complete and can be accessed on your computer or phone and is accessible until December 18th.

HOLLYWOOD SURVEY LINK (ANONYMOUS): www.hollywoodsurvey.org
Approximately 15-20 minutes to complete
Open until December 18th

For more information please check out our FAQ or visit the Hollywood Commission.